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For more information or to place your order, contact your local sales representative.
Standards of Practice for the Pharmacy Tech
Mary E. Mohr, RPh, MS
January 2009/ 688 pp./ Approx. 46 illus./ 978-0-7817-6617-3

Features:
• Part of LWW’s Curriculum in a Box Pharm Tech Solution!
• Designed to meet ASHP Competency Requirements
• Integrates cases and activities to reinforce critical thinking and practical application
• Full-color drawings, diagrams, and photographs
• Step-by-step instructions for procedures
• Professional Judgment Scenario boxes
• Case Studies
• Each chapters consists of a list of objectives, terms, and questions for review

Instructor Resources:
• CD-ROM and companion Website on thePoint
• Quiz Bank
• Video Clips
• Pharmacy Technician Dispensing Lab Simulations
• Clinical Simulations’
• Blank Forms
• LiveAdvise Online Tutoring
• Image Bank
• Test Generator
• Lesson Plans
• Scrip, Label, and Form dummies

Student Resources:
• CD-ROM and companion Website on thePoint
• Quiz Bank
• Video Clips
• Pharmacy Technician Dispensing Lab Simulations
• Clinical Simulations’
• Blank Forms
• LiveAdvise Online Tutoring
• Video clips with Compounding and Sterile Techniques
Pharmacology for the Pharmacy Technician
Joy Bellis Sakai, PharmD
July 2008/ 544 pp./ 272 illustrations/ 978-0-7817-7348-5

Features:
• Part of LWW’s Curriculum in a Box Pharm Tech Solution!
• Designed to meet ASHP Competency Requirements
• Integrates cases and activities to reinforce critical thinking and practical application
• Coverage of key anatomy and physiology concepts to introduce students to how drugs affect the body
• Full color art program
• Student CD-ROM and website with robust tools to enhance learning process (see below for details)
• Tips for Technician sections provide practical application tips specifically geared for pharmacy technicians
• Case scenarios require students to think critically and apply pharmacological knowledge to a specific situation
• Drug tables appear at the end of each drug class and list the trade/generic names of individual drugs by drug class, along with dosage strengths
• Hands-on activities and analogies challenge students apply what they have learned
• Review questions including multiple choice, true/false, short answer, and matching. Answers to these questions are available to the instructor only.
• For further inquiry sections give students the opportunity to extend the depth of their knowledge by exploring a subject related to, but not covered in, the text.
Pharmaceutical Calculations for the Pharmacy Technician
Barbara Lacher BS, RPhTech, CPhT

2007/ 416 pp./ 112 illustrations/ 978-0-7817-6310-3

Features:
• Part of LWW's Curriculum in a Box Pharm Tech Solution!
• Designed to meet ASHP Competency Requirements
• Integrates cases and activities to reinforce critical thinking and practical application
• Full-color art program includes illustrations that were specifically developed for this text
• Thorough review of the fundamentals of calculations
• Examples of concepts are shown using the ratio-proportion method
• When appropriate, an alternative calculation using dimensional analysis appears
• Important formulas stand out in colored, boldface type Review sets follow small sections of information within each chapter
• Practice problems at the end of every chapter reinforce concepts
• Feature boxes include:
  o Rules: highlight key rules to remember in each chapter
  o Critical Thinking: apply calculation skills to different scenarios in a variety of practice settings

Instructor Resources:
• Lecture Outlines
• Suggested Student Activities
• PowerPoint Slides
• Answers to Text Exercises
• Image Collection
• Test Generator

Student Resources:
• Quiz Bank
• Dosage Calculator (from Buchholz: Henke's Med-Math: Dosage Calculation, Preparation and Administration, 5/E)
Lab Experiences for the Pharmacy Technician
By Mary E. Mohr RPh, MS
2005/ 160 pp./ 40 illus./ 978-0-7817-5665-5

Features:

- Part of LWW’s Curriculum in a Box Pharm Tech Solution!
- Designed to meet ASHP Competency Requirements
- Pre-lab questions for each chapter require students to research information from other resources, aiding in the development of critical thinking skills
- Step-by-step laboratory exercises provide students with practical laboratory experience
- Post-laboratory questions help students think about the skills that they just performed
- Additional pedagogical features include chapter objectives and pertinent terminology
- Patient-technician interaction simulations can be acted out in groups of 2-3, allowing students to fine tune their patient communication skills
- Perforated pages can be easily torn out and left with the instructor for grading
- Appendix provides instructors with a list of required equipment and chemicals necessary to create a lab

Instructor Resources:
- PowerPoint Presentations
- Answer Keys
- Lab Simulators
- Final Lab Exams
- Materials needed to teach a Dispensing Lab
LWW’s Foundations in Sterile Products for Pharmacy Technicians
W. Renee Acosta, RPh, MS
June 2010/ 256 pp./ 978-0-7817-7504-5

Features:
• A treatment of Sterile Products that focuses on the essential content needed for pharmacy technicians
• Chapter Objectives prepare the student for each chapter's material by laying out the key topics.
• Key Terms set up students' understanding of the material while also providing handy lists for studying at the start of each chapter, including definitions. Terms are bolded and highlighted in color throughout the chapter for in-context reinforcement.
• Chapter Highlights are chapters summaries in bulleted list form for quick review.
• Quick Quizzes at the end of each chapter provide in-context self-study and review opportunities for students or assignment options for instructors. Questions are multiple-choice, short-answer, true-or-false, and matching. Answers are provided in the Appendix.
• Keeping It Clean boxes are prescription-based scenarios asking students to describe proper aseptic techniques.
• Proceed with Caution highlights situations where extra caution is needed to prevent dangerous errors.
• Tips offer useful tricks of the trade and advice for remembering the chapter's key content.
• Procedures are step-by-step explanations of common procedures and techniques related to sterile products.
LWW’s Foundation in Pharmacology for Pharmacy Technicians: A Series for Education & Practice

W. Renee Acosta, RPh, MS
October 2009/ 352 pp./ 23 illus./ 978-0-7817-6624-1

Features:
• A treatment of Pharmacology that focuses on the essential content needed for pharmacy technicians
• Chapter Objectives prepare the student for each chapter's material by laying out the key topics
• Key Terms set up students' understanding of the material while also providing handy lists for studying at the start of each chapter, including definitions
• Tips offer advice for remembering and applying the chapter's content
• At the Counter is a critical thinking feature that relates drug facts to relevant scenarios with patients and poses application questions to students
• Proceed with Caution pulls together in concise lists the possible adverse interactions for the most commonly prescribed drugs
• How It Works describes pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics in clear, easy-to-understand steps with illustrations where appropriate
• Classification Tables synthesize the basic information about all drugs covered in each chapter by drug class, generic name, and trade name
• Quick Quizzes at the end of each chapter provide in-context self-study and review opportunities for students or assignment options for instructors
• Questions are multiple-choice, short-answer, true-or-false, and matching
• Answers are provided in the Appendix

Instructor Resources:
• Full Text Online
• PowerPoint Presentations
• Image Bank
• Test Generator
• WebCT & Blackboard Ready Materials

Student Resources:
• Full Text Online
• Quiz Bank
LWW’s Certification Exam Review for Pharmacy Technicians
Sandi Tschriter

April 2010/ 256 pp./ 978-0-7817-9633-0

Features:

- **PTCB content coverage** in each chapter uses a "quick review" approach to give students a chance to brush up on key concepts before moving on to the practice questions.
- **Practice Test Questions** are the bulk of each chapter (except chapter 1), made up of multiple-choice questions to review the PTCB content coverage and help students practice taking exam-like questions.
- **Test Terms** - Key terms boldfaced in the text at first use, listed and defined at the beginning of the chapter, and included in the glossary at the end of the text are valuable study tools for students.
- **Recall Tip** - This feature provides mnemonic devices for the student to use to help remember specific facts covered in a chapter; such devices could include acronyms (with each letter representing a significant step in a procedure or other point of information), homonyms, use of imagery, etc.
- **A whole chapter devoted to exam preparation and study tips.** The first chapter in the book offers tips on how to study and prepare for the exam as well as strategies to keep in mind while taking the exam.

Student Resource:
- An 800-question review bank
Patient Care Management Lab: A Workbook for Prescription Practice, Second Edition
Richard Finkel, PharmD

February 2007/ 495 pp./ 600 illustrations/ 978-0-7817-6569-5

Features:
• Each chapter features patient profiles related to a specific therapeutic class of drug or disease
• Appendix A contains 84 supplemental prescriptions
• Drug Hot Points summarize key characteristics and concerns
• Questions To Be Answered in Preparation for Lab sections test background knowledge of the drugs and diseases
• More than 350 new prescriptions have been added
• Appendix B, "Puzzles and Problems," gives experience in dealing with prescriptions or drug orders that are difficult to decipher or that, if filled as written, would cause serious harm to the patient

Instructor Resources:
Pharmacy Instructor’s Answer Key with detailed, suggested responses to each case in the book:
• Pharmacy Technician Instructor’s Manual with
  - Pharmacy Technician Learning Objectives
  - Instructions for Using the Text for a Pharmacy Technician Course
  - Detailed, Suggested Responses to Each Case from the Textbook
A Practical Guide to Contemporary Pharmacy Practice, Third Edition
Judith E. Thompson, RPh, MS
Lawrence Davidow, PhD, RPh

2009/ 704 pp./ 262 illus./ 978-0-7817-8396-5

Features:
- Two-color design
- More added features on back-of-book CD-ROM
- Creation of a more comprehensive section (Part 6, “Sterile Dosage Forms and Their Preparation,” composed of Chapters 32-35) on sterile dosage forms and preparation, with emphasis on new standards and processes in USP
- Expanded discussion of medication errors
- Inclusion of processing tools such as master control and compounding records, standard operating procedures, and quality control tests
- Addition to chapter 7 containing instruction on proper use of metric (SI) symbols and units of measurement, temperature and density conversions, use of significant figures, and basic methods for pharmaceutical calculations
- Patient cases with sample compounded prescription orders and parenteral preparation medication orders to show typical situations and problem-solving to meet special therapy and patient needs
- Addition to Part 7 on the important specialty area of veterinary pharmacy practice

CD-ROM:
- Anatomy of a Prescription
- Medical Abbreviations
- Auxiliary Labels
- Patient Counseling
- Calculations
- Tutorials on compounding drug products and preparing dosage forms
- Table of pKa values.
- Self-Assessment answers
Communication Skills in Pharmacy Practice, Fifth Edition
Robert S. Beardsley PhD, RPh
Carole Kimberlin PhD
William N. Tindall PhD, RPh


Features:
• Review questions at the end of each chapter
• Review cases apply concepts learned to realistic scenarios
• Each chapter contains useful pedagogical features such as overviews, boxed content, and summaries
• New chapter on medication safety and communication skills
• New material on communication skills and inter-professional collaboration
  - New chapter on electronic communication
  - New photographs, illustrations, and tables visually

Instructor Resources:
• Instructor’s Manual for Pharmacy Technician Faculty with Pharmacy Technician Learning Objectives
• Teaching Tips for Using the Text for a Pharmacy Technician Course
• Additional Case Studies
• Additional Exercises
• Discussion Points for Review Cases, and student assignments
  - Instructor’s Manual for Pharmacy Faculty Teaching Tips
  - Additional Case Studies
  - Additional Exercises
  - Discussion Points for Review Cases
  - student assignments
The Pharmacy Technician’s Reference Guide
Christina Kaiser, MA, CPhT

October 2009/ 96 pp./ 978-0-7817-9814-3

Features:
• Durable, wipe-off pages allow pharmacy technicians to take notes
• Compact, pocket sizing provides easy transportation and allows the pharmacy technicians to access the material from any location
• Important terminology and abbreviations, common medications, drug classifications, and formulas are highlighted
• Fully Searchable Online Text allows you to access the text anywhere you have an internet connection, search the content by keyword, and quickly navigate by using links in the Table of Contents and Index
• More than 200 electronic flashcards serve as an excellent study tool to prepare for the National Certification

Instructor Resources:
• Full Text Online

Student Resources:
• Full Text Online
• Electronic Flash Cards
Focus on Safe Medication Practices
Melanie J. Rantucci RPh, BScPhm, MScPhm, PhD
Christine Stewart RPh, BScPhm
Ian Stewart RPh, BScPhm

June 2008/ 256 pp./ 46 illustrations/ 978-0-7817-7078-1

Features:
• Objectives start with a list of objectives to accomplish
• Case studies illustrate the material being discussed including descriptions of specific medication incidents, contributing factors, and prevention strategies as well as situations describing interactions between pharmacists and patients
• Reflective questions appear at the end of each chapter to reflect on the material in relation to particular patients and situations, or in terms of their own practices
Pharmacology for Health Professionals
Plus Smarthinking Online Tutoring Service
Sally Roach MSN, RN

2005/ 512 pp./ 70 illustrations/ 978-0-7817-6633-3

Features:
• Organized by body system
• Text explains basic information about drug classes, with content on specific drugs provided in bulleted lists, boxes and tables for easier comprehension
• Features include Key Terms, Key Points, Website Activities, Case Studies, and Review questions to help students retain and learn important information
• Critical Thinking Exercises highlight realistic patient care situations that help the student apply the material contained in the chapter by exploring options and making judgments

Instructor Resources:
• Test Generator
• PowerPoint Slides

Student Resources:
• Student Study Guide (978-0-7817-5332-6)
• Bonus CD-ROM

- Alert Boxes highlight safety information
- Gerontologic Alerts alert specific problems for which the older adult is at increased risk
- Contraindications, Precautions, and Interactions of the most commonly used drugs
- Patient Education boxes provide information to practice teaching patients
- Summary Drug Tables contain commonly used drugs
- Factoids provide historical tidbits of interesting information
- Natural Alternatives
Memmler’s The Human Body in Health and Disease, Eleventh Edition
Barbara Janson Cohen BA, MSEd


Features:
- Revised art and design helps engage students to easily learn A&P
- Real dissection photographs from Rohen’s Color Atlas of Anatomy
- Icons point students to related activities on the CD or companion Website
- New Case Scenarios integrated throughout each chapter shows students how content is applied to real-life situations
- Feature boxes include:
  - Disease in Context boxes
  - Disease in Context Revisited boxes
  - Career Information boxes
  - Clinical Perspectives
  - Hot Topics boxes
  - Health Maintenance boxes
  - A Closer Look boxes
- Word Anatomy sections at the end of each chapter
- Various end-of-chapter questions assist students in test recall, concept comprehension, and critical thinking
- Checkpoint questions throughout each chapter help students review key points
- “Zooming In” questions test student understanding of particular illustrations
- Outline summaries at the end of each chapter
- Appendices
  - Metric Measurements
  - Common Lab Tests
  - Temperature Conversion Scale
  - Periodic Tables of Elements
  - Typical Diseases with their Causes

Instructor Resources:
- LiveAdvise Online Teaching Advice
- Lesson Plans
- Instructor’s Manual
- Image Bank
- Teaching Strategies
- Answers to Questions for Study and Review
- Health Professions Career Information
- PowerPoints with Images
- Blackboard and WebCT Ready Materials
- Test Generator (Windows and Mac Version)

Student Resources:
- LiveAdvise Tutoring
- PASSport to Success
- Audio Glossary
- Health Professions Career Information
- Tips for Effective Studying
Memmler’s Structure and Function of the Human Body, Eighth Edition
Barbara Janson Cohen BA, MSEd
Jason Taylor


Features:
- Revised art and design helps engage students to easily learn A&P
- Real dissection photographs from Rohen’s Color Atlas of Anatomy
- Icons point students to related activities on the CD or companion Website
- New Case Scenarios integrated throughout each chapter shows students how content is applied to real-life situations
- Feature boxes include:
  - A&P in Action boxes
  - A&P in Action Revisited boxes
  - Career Information boxes
  - Hot Topics boxes
  - Health Maintenance boxes
  - A Closer Look boxes
- Word Anatomy sections at the end of each chapter
- Various end-of-chapter questions assist students in test recall, concept comprehension, and critical thinking
- Checkpoint questions throughout each chapter help students review key points
- “Zooming In” questions test student understanding of particular illustrations
- Outline summaries at the end of each chapter
- Appendices
  - Metric Measurements
  - Temperature Conversion Scale
  - Periodic Tables of Elements

Instructor Resources:
- LiveAdvise Online Teaching Advice
- Lesson Plans
- Instructor’s Manual
- Image Bank
- Teaching Strategies
- Answers to Questions for Study & Review
- Health Professions Career Information
- PowerPoints with Images
- Blackboard and WebCT Ready Materials
- Test Generator (Windows & Mac Version)

Student Resources:
- LiveAdvise Tutoring
- PASSport to Success
- Audio Glossary
- Health Professions Career Information
- Tips for Effective Studying
Human Form, Human Function: Essentials of Anatomy & Physiology
Thomas H. McConnell, III, MD, FCAP; Kerry L. Hull, PhD

Text: October 2010/ 608 pp./ 980 illus./ 978-0-7817-8020-9
Study Guide: December 2010/ 384 pp./ 200 illus./ 978-0-7817-8021-6
Lab Manual: December 2010/ 240 pp./ 50 illus./ 978-0-7817-8022-3

Features:
- The first essentials level text that seamlessly weaves together form (anatomy) with function (physiology). The authors incorporate real-life case studies as the vehicle for learning how form and function are linked, and maintain a sharp focus on communication: between body organs and body systems, between artwork and student learning and between content and student comprehension.
- Case Studies: Each chapter opens with a Case Study, drawn from real patients, which serves as the thread that weaves anatomy and physiology together throughout the chapter.
- Case Notes: Case notes follow sections of content. They are specifically critical thinking questions that help the student to apply the material they have just learned to the case.
- Case Discussion: Appears near the end of each chapter; applies the chapter concepts to the case in some detail; accompanied by a figure/algorithm that helps students visualize the interrelationships among various aspects of the case, such as the breakdown in normal functions, the effect of medical treatment given, etc.
- Remember This: These statements occur within the narrative and emphasize the most important ideas, help clarify concepts, or pull together related ideas to help students remember certain important facts.
- Pop Quiz: Tests students on topics covered within each main section.
- Word Parts table: Found at the end of each chapter and identifies prefixes, suffixes, and word roots relevant to the chapter content.
- Chapter Challenge: Helps students check their chapter comprehension and will help prepare them for exams; variety of question types.

Instructor Resources:
- Online Instructor’s Manual
- PowerPoint Slides with Lecture Notes
- Close to 1,800 Online Activities
- Image Bank
- Answers to textbook chapter questions and mini quizzes
- Test Bank

Student Resources:
- Podcasts
- 1,800 Interactive Online Activities
- Online Dissection Atlas
- Animations
- Supplemental Boxes
- Full Text Online
- iPhone/iTouch Application
Features:

• Follows a Systems Approach so it can be used with any traditional Anatomy and Physiology text
• Introductory chapter summarizes fundamental concepts in anatomy, cell biology, histology, and microbiology
• Coloring plates consist of a narrative page and a figure page
• Accompanying flashcards located at the back of the book to assist students who have trouble remembering difficult content

Student Resources:

• Bonus study and test taking tips
• Additional coloring exercises

Coloring Atlas of the Human Body
Kerry Hull, PhD
February 2009/ 248 pp./ 250 illus./ 978-0-7817-6530-5
Quick Look Drug Book 2011
Leonard L. Lance, RPh, BSPharm

December 2010/ 1500 pp./ 978-1-60913-802-8

Features:
• Cross-referenced A to Z listing of drug names (trade and generic)
Includes drug related tools such as:
  -- Abbreviations and Symbols
  -- New Drugs Introduced or Approved by the FDA in 2010
  -- Cancer Chemotherapy Acronyms and Regimens
  -- Normal Laboratory Values for Adults and Children

Includes up to 10 points of information for each drug including:
  -- Generic Name
  -- Brand Name
  -- Sound-Alike/Look-Alike Issues
  -- FDA-Recommended "Tall Man" Lettering
  -- Synonyms
  -- Pronunciation Guide
  -- Therapeutic Category
  -- Use
  -- Usual Dosage
  -- Dosage Forms
Spanish-English English-Spanish Medical Dictionary, Third Edition

Onyria Herrera McElroy PhD
Lola L. Grab MA

2005/ 811 pp./ 978-0-7817-5011-0

Features:
• Newly added medical abbreviations
• A to Z organization for both sections (English Spanish, Spanish-English)
• Consent, Authorization, and Release forms to obtain easier communication with patients
• Valuable Appendices include additional phrases focusing on HIV, AIDS, neonatology, and bioterrorism
• Pronunciation and word formation in both languages
• An expanded, concise medical vocabulary with clear bilingual definitions
• A NEW Anatomy Atlas insert features both English and Spanish labels in four color
• Expanded dialogues, including questions and answers
Drug Identifier 2009
Facts and Comparisons

2008/ 978-1-57439-293-7

Features:
• Most complete drug identification tool
• Convenient and handy electronic reference where students can quickly locate the drug they may need
• Search and identify more than 5,000 drugs by color images, shape, generic or brand name, manufacturer, color, imprint, NDC code, coatings, and scoring
• Windows compatible
Drug Facts and Comparisons 2009 (Bound)
Facts and Comparisons
2008/ 3120 pp./ 978-1-57439-291-3

Features:
• Up-to-date, comprehensive information on over 22,000 Rx and 6,000 OTC grouped by therapeutic category
• Answers questions about actions, indications and contraindications; warnings and precautions; drug interactions; adverse reactions; administration, dosage and overdosage; and patient information
• Comparisons include drug to drug; different dosage forms; and name brands are compared to name brands and generics
• Facts and Comparisons are also given on Centers for Disease Control biologicals and antiparasitic drugs; IV solutions; therapeutic and diagnostic ophthalmic preparations; diagnostic aids and radiographic contrast media and products; NCI investigational chemotherapeutic drugs; and combination cancer chemotherapy regimens
• Includes the Drug Identifier 2009 CD-ROM, the premier tool for correct drug identification
• Ensure accuracy by searching through more than 5,000 color images in seconds
• Search by drug name, imprint, NDC code, color, shape, manufacturer, coating, scoring, clarity, and flavor
Features:
• Up-to-date information on more than 600 generic drugs, with more than 2,000 representative trade names
• Similar products listed together in tables for easy comparison
• Organization by 12 therapeutic divisions, for easy identification and comparison of similar agents
• Charts and tables that facilitate quick comparisons of drugs, classes, and dose forms
• Indications and Administration and Dosage sections at the beginning of the monographs
• Drugs most likely to require quick, on-the-spot confirmation of dosing recommendations, warnings, interactions, and adverse reactions
• Abbreviated monographs that provide students with the information needed at the point-of-care
American Drug Index 2009, Fifty Third Edition
Norman F. Billups, RPh, MS, PhD

2008/ 1168 pp./ 978-1-57439-289-0

Features:

• Provides the identification, explanation, and correlation of thousands of pharmaceuticals in concise dictionary format and extensive cross-referencing
• Includes composition, strength, doseform, packaging, schedule, and usage for approximately 22,000 brand and official USP generic drugs
• Appendices include:
  - Cancer Chemotherapy Regimens
  - New Drugs
  - Discontinued Drugs
LWW’s Student Success for Health Professions Made Incredibly Easy, Second Edition

Lippincott Williams & Wilkins
February 2011 / 326 pp. / 173 illustrations / 978-1-60913-784-7

Features:
• Revised and updated with a more user-friendly organization and design, but retains the health professions focus, the concise and approachable narrative, and the fun features and art.
• The first and only student success text designed specifically for health professions students and programs!
• Self-Paced Online Course with activities and a final exam
• Winning Strategy Lists set forth the objectives for the chapter
• Playing for Real Scenarios: show students how content is applied to real-life situations in the classroom and in clinical practice
• Tips from the Pros offer expert advice and proven strategies for overcoming study and test-taking problems
• The Finish Line Summaries highlight the key concepts and skills that students need to master
• Keeping Score Questions and Activities challenge students to consider how they will apply the content
Communication Skills for the Health Professional
Laurie Kelly McCorry, PhD
Jeff Mason

February 2011/ 256 pp./ 50 illus./ 978-1-58255-814-1

Features:
• Presents the fundamentals of communication skills geared specifically for students in the allied health professions
• Includes a clear, concise presentation of the principles of communication theory as well as verbal and nonverbal communication
• Instructs the health care professional on communicating with patients whose ability may be impacted by anxiety, cultural differences, language differences and other situations.
• Organized into three main sections outlining basic communication principles and their uses in clinical and administrative settings
• Chapters on cultural sensitivity, adapting communication to adjust to a patient’s ability to understand, and dealing with other roadblocks provide students with techniques to handle many situations that they will encounter as a healthcare professional.
• Role Play boxes interspersed throughout the chapters teach students how to work through various scenarios that they may encounter in practice.
• Clinical applications, included in each chapter, offer more complex scenarios to aid the students in developing the critical thinking skills they will need to apply in practice.
Stedman’s Medical Dictionary for the Health Professions and Nursing, Seventh Edition

Stedman’s

2011/ 2512 pp./ 1000 illus./ 978-1-60831-692-2

Features:

• Over 56,000 terms
• Nearly 65 valuable appendices
• 1,000 illustrations
• Anatomical insert by Anatomical Chart Company
• Written pronunciations for every term
• British alternative spellings
• Precision-cut thumb tabs
• A to Z organization for easier look up
• Over 70 leading consultants from the fastest growing nursing and health professions contributed to the enhancements of this latest edition
• FREE One year subscription to Stedman’s Online
• FREE version of Stedman’s PLUS Medical/Pharmaceutical Spellchecker ($99 value)

Ancillary Assets:

• More than 40,000 pronunciations online
• 5,600 illustrations available online
Features:

- **New!** “Putting It Together” case studies
- **New!** Update on drug labels
- **New!** Addition to tube feedings to chapter 8
- **New!** Two new sections on Heparin infusions and insulin infusions to chapter 9
- **New!** Addition of information in chapter 12 and 13 relevant to medication administration, including use of computerized charting and safety information
- Simple to complex organization of text assists students
- Shows three methods of calculation (formula, proportion expressed as two ratios, proportion expressed as two fractions)
- Dimensional Analysis Method is explained in Chapter 11
- Test Your Clinical Savvy feature outlines “what if” situations to stimulate critical thinking
- Self tests with end-of-chapter answer keys
- Proficiency tests appear at the end of each chapter with answers for all four types of dosage methods found in the appendix
- Glossary with definitions and common abbreviations
- Real drug labels help students become familiar with the real world of medication administration
- Abbreviations from JCAHO (Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations
- Handy quick-reference plastic card with common conversions and formulas
Features:

- **New!** “Dosage drills” – practice problems to solve
- **New!** Bar code information
- **New!** Expanded coverage of automated medication dispensing systems
- **New!** Additional Case Studies
- **New!** The latest standards from the Joint Commission & The Institute for Safe Medication Practices
- **New!** Two four-color sections (8 pages total)
  - A summary of key points
  - Abundant illustrations that clearly explain difficult concepts
  - Ballot boxes and checklists that make it easy to spot important points at a glance
  - Charts, illustrations, and tables that highlight key facts
  - Clear, simple explanations of all types of calculations
  - Definitions of key terms
  - Logos to alert students to essential information
  - Quick quizzes at the end of each chapter that help the student assess learning
Clinical Pharmacology Made Incredibly Easy!, Second Edition
Springhouse

2004/ 416 pp./ 100 illustrations/ 978-0-1-58255-293-4

Features:

• Thorough review and update of all drug information
• Quick-reference chart of medications for skin disorders
• Vaccines and antidotes for biological and chemical weapons
• Concepts of pharmacokinetics, pharmacodynamics, and pharmacotherapeutics; dosage-response curve; and factors affecting patient response
• Drug origins and new drug development
• Drugs by pharmacologic class for all body systems
• Drugs for pain, psychiatric disorders, infection, fluid and electrolyte imbalance, and cancer
• Concise coverage of potentially dangerous drug interactions
• Extensive listing of drug-herb interactions
• Includes abundant illustrations, quick quizzes, memory joggers, and cartoons
• Details on the newest drugs in each pharmacologic class
• Expanded discussion of pain medications
• Access to the newest information on drugs at www.edruginfo.com
Medical Spanish Made Incredibly Easy!, Third Edition
Springhouse
2008/ 352 pp./ 978-0-7817-8941-7

Features:
• New! Audio files with correct pronunciations for hundreds of key terms in English and Spanish, downloadable to your computer or MP3 player
• New! Chapter on mental health
• New! Terms with illustrations added to the Incredibly Easy! picture dictionary
• New! Thorough review and update of all content
• Spanish translations of common health-care words and phrases
• Clear body-system illustrations with anatomy labeled in English and Spanish
• Picture dictionary with labels in two languages
• For each body system: questions for exploring health problems, medical history, family history, employment, and lifestyle
• For each major disorder: description of the disorder, simple pathophysiology, complications, diagnostic tests, and treatments
• Patient-teaching aids in English and Spanish, including testing blood glucose, using an oral inhaler, proper hand washing, using a condom, and injecting insulin
• In the margins: bilingual cartoons that provide more vocabulary and extra linguistic help with assessment questions, patient teaching phrases, and much more
• End-of-chapter self-quizzes (with answer keys) to test what the student has learned